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Figure S1. DSC thermograms of DIF-PCL IC (from bottom to top): raw materials, residual solids 

after dissolution under sink conditions for 4 h at pH 4.4 and pH 6.4, respectively.  
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Figure S2. 
1
H-NMR spectra (from top to bottom): PCL raw material; residual solids of DIF-PCL 

IC after 4 h dissolution at pH 6.4 under sink conditions; residual solids of DIF-PCL IC after 4 h 

dissolution at pH 4.4 under sink conditions; DIF-PCL raw material. DIF-PCL IC was completely 

dissolved at pH 6.4 with 4 h, while partial dissolution was observed at pH 4.4 at the same time. 
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Figure S3. PXRD patterns of DIF Form I, DIF sodium salt, the new solid form transformed from 

DIF Form I, and the new solid form after heated at 160 °C (from bottom to top). The dashed lines 

indicate the characteristic diffraction peak locations of DIF Form I (blue), DIF sodium salt (orange) 

and the new solid form (red) respectively. The new solid form after heat treatment is a mixture of 

DIF Form I and DIF sodium salt as evidenced by the presence of the characteristic peaks from 

DIF Form I and DIF sodium salt, and the absence of its initial characteristic peaks. 
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Figure S4. Simultaneous DTA-TGA analysis of DIF Form I, DIF sodium salt, new solid form 

transformed from DIF Form I, and the new solid form after heated at 160 °C. A obvious weight 

loss (~3.4 wt%) can be observed for the new solid form in the temperature range of 110 ~ 126 °C 

on the TGA curve, consistent with the theoretical water loss of the monosodium bis-diflunisal salt 

monohydrate (3.3 wt%). The DTA signals corresponding to the dehydration process disappears on 

the DTA curve of the new solid form after heating. DTA signals of the decomposition of DIF Form 

I and DIF sodium salt are obvious on the DTA curve of the new solid form after thermal treatment, 

suggesting that the new solid form transformed from DIF Form I in the pH 6.4 buffer is the 

monosodium bis-diflunisal salt monohydrate (DIF•DIF
-
NA

+
•H2O), which transforms to a mixture 

of DIF Form I and DIF sodium salt after dehydration. 
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Figure S5. (a) POM observation of the dissolution process of DIF-PCL IC at pH 6.4 under the 

sink condition. The IC particles were removed from the dissolution media at different time 

intervals from the start of dissolution. The IC particle completely dissolved after 40 min, leaving 

crystals with characteristic birefringence. (b) Melting behavior of an IC particle after complete 

dissolution on a hot stage at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. These residual crystals exhibited a 

melting behavior at a temperature range from 55 to 60 °C, indicating they are pure PCL crystals. 

(c) Melting behavior of a partially dissolved IC particle on a hot stage at a heating rate of 

10 °C/min. The shells with characteristic birefringence melted at a temperature range from 50 to 

60 °C, leaving the un-dissociated cores. This melting behavior confirms that the partially 

dissolved IC particles consist of an outer PCL shell and an inner IC core. 
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Figure S6. POM observation of the dissolution process of DIF-PCL IC at pH 4.4 under sink 

conditions. The IC particles were removed from the dissolution media at different time intervals 

from the start of dissolution. The partially dissolved IC particles also display a core-shell structure, 

but with a much slower dissolution rate compared with those at pH 6.4.  
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Figure S7. In-situ POM observation of the dissolution process of DIF-PCL IC and DIF Form I at 
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pH 6.4 under non-sink conditions. (a) PCL shells formed on the IC particles upon dissolution, then 

followed by a fast appearance of the fine needle-like salt hydrate crystals initiated on the particle 

surface. (b) DIF Form I displayed a much slower dissolution and phase transformation process 

under these conditions. Form I crystals gradually dissolved within a long period (4-6 h), then 

needle-like new crystals grew from the residual crystals. 


